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CAVE INSCRIPTIONS IN TRANSYLVANIA

Janos Emodi

"There are only a few who are brave 
enough to walk as far as the end of the 
cave. They who get as far as this write 
their names on the rocks as a proof of 
their visit. It was a nice feeling to find 
there the names of a lot of acquaintances, 
even those of women, as remembering 
them the fearful loneliness of this secret 
cavity is populated." Balazs Orban: The 
Description of the Szekely Land).

On ilic course of our archaeological researches in 
the caves of Bihar County we noticed that on the walls 
of galleries there are several inscriptions and signa
tures older then 100 years. Some of them are interest
ing not only because of their antiquity, but of other 
reasons, so we began to note them. We were stimulated 
by the realization, that new inscriptions -  resulted 
from the developing tourism -  cover the old ones, and 
they would become illegible. We recorded all the 
inscriptions from the time before the Second World 
War. so our collection can be regarded to be complete.

We did not take into consideration simple inscrip
tions like: “Joska" (Joe), “Florica”, “P.M.”, etc. In
scriptions containing names without date were record
ed only when the writing utensils, the writing, the 
calligraphy of the letters, the spelling of the place 
names, the personality or the company of the person 
who made the signature prove that the inscriptions are 
of the last century or before the First World War. We 
also recorded inscriptions of illegible but dated names 
for statistical reasons. We took notes of the names of 
halls written on the walls in the last century, e.g. “Hall 
of Frivaldszky” (Igric Cave). “Mausoleum of Pluto” 
(Meziad).

Without counting the caves of Herkulesfiirdo and 
Vargyas-volgy our collecting work was limited to the 
Northern and Eastern parts of the Transylvanian 
Middle Mountains (Erdelyi-szigethegyseg, Muiqii 
Apuseni). We thoroughly examined several hundred

cavities, and found inscriptions in more than 40 caves, 
nearly 4.000 in number. Since caves in Transylvania 
sometimes have several names the identification code 
numbers are given, too (C. GOR/\N: Catalogul siste- 
matic alpe§terilor din Romania, Bueurcsti. 1982).

When copying the inscriptions we had the opportu
nity to make observations on the visitors. Some of 
them visited the same cave several times, their names 
can be found in several galleries with a different date. 
Ii is indicated also by the note: “Lajos Narcisz was 
here 1858. 60. 63. 69”. Others have become regular 
cave visitors, as their names were found not only in 
one cave. It also happened that several members of a 
family made notes with difference of generations. 
Collective inscriptions of a family or of a company 
are not rare, either.

Many of the inscriptions are difficult to read, so to 
decipher them was a little bit a “detective’s work”. 
At certain places they were covered by deposit of 
dripstone, in such cases to water them was of some 
help. Hie most effective was the use of electric torches 
of different power. Sometimes it was a great help, that 
certain visitors wrote their names several times, and 
the inscription that could not be deciphered at one 
place could be read at the other. To know the old 
family-names of a given territory was very important. 
E.g. the inscriptions “Lajos Kossuth 1853” in the 
Torda Canyon seemed irrational as long as we did not 
get to know that a family with the same name lived 
at the nearby Kalotaszeg.

Hie old inscriptions were mostly written with tin. 
later with graphite pencil. (The very old lamp black 
inscriptions and guano graffiti of llomorodalm&s and 
the notes made with paint in Herkulesfiirdo are excep
tions). These inscriptions were made with beautiful, 
calligraphic writing, they arc of small size, modest, 
most probably persons who wrote them took care not 
to deface the walls. Sometimes they can be noticed 
only when one stands near to the wall. Unfortunately, 
inscriptions made one-two decades ago were made
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with ihe black of candle, acetylene lamp or torch. 
These "barbarian” inscriptions sometimes covered 
half a dozen hundred years* old graffiti for ever and. 
of course, they spoiled the wall of the given hall for 
ever. The fact, that the entrances of nicer caves, e.g. 
that of Vidaret, Jadremete, Vizu-volgy, were closed 
by strong stone walls or gates, proves, that at the end 
of the last century people took care of the beauties of 
nature and they put the idea of nature conservation 
into practice.

The inscriptions and beauties of the Kuglis Cave 
(Cobles) of Vidaret were preserved more or less intact. 
It is due to the fact, that it is situated far away, in the 
middle of forests, far from inhabited places, and it 
became well known only when the narrow-gauge 
railway was built: for woodfelling and cutting, and so 
the cave has become approachable. Soon it has become 
one of the most favorite places of tourism in Bihar 
County, and it was the first cave of Transylvania 
closed with an iron gale. After exploiting the forests 
in the territory the railway was removed and to reach 
the place was again difficult: so the existence of the 
cave was nearly completely forgotten. For about half 
a century' hardly any new inscriptions were written on 
the walls. Not long ago, an asphalted road was built 
to restart woodfelling and visitors began to frequent 
the cave again. Unfortunately, not only organized 
tourist groups or so called “genuine tourists” visit the 
cave any more, but many occasional visitors arrive, 
mainly from the neighbouring villages, even many 
children without a teacher or grownup. In lack of better 
equipment they go into the cave with torches and with 
the black of these torches they write their names on 
spoiling the walls in this way, not to mention that they 
break the dripstones, too.

Dividing the signatures with date according to 
decades we get a rather informative diagram truly 
reflecting the social and economical development of 
Transylvania since the middle of the last century to 
the First World War. The top of the diagram is at 
about the turn of the century, that is the great age of 
the Monarchy, the years of economical boom, when 
this kind of entertainment -  thought not too expensive 
-  has become accessible to great masses of people. 
We can detect the fall in the number of visitors during 
the war. there is a slight increase between the two 
wars, then, visits nearly completely stopped during 
the Second World War and dropped under the level 
of 100 years ago. (The proportion of the numbers 
would get even more emphasis if we took into 
consideration the signatures without date figuring out 
one third of the whole quantity).

Inscriptions in the Rabid Cave (P. / lotilor) 
of Herkulesfurdo (Krasso-Szoreny county)

1570- 1840- 1850- 1860- 1870- 1880- 1890- 1900- 1910- 1920- 1930- 1940-
1839 1849 1859 1869 1879 1889 1899 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949

80 47 71 180 232 249 429 570 170 205 357 36
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Continuation o f the inscriptions in the Rabid Cave 
o f Herkulesfurdd (today: Baile Herculane)

The earliest date of sure reading can be found in 
the Torda Canyon ascribing the initials to the 16th 
century. The inscriptions of Almas “Gothart 1738’* 
and “Kadacsi 1686" are the names of lower noble 
families the descendants of which live in that area 
even today. Hie authenticity of the inscription -  more 
exactly an engraving -  of Solyomkovar “Jozsef Do
cker 1826" is proved by the fact that a more than 100 
years old tourist guide mentions it. too (SANDOR K. 
NAGY. Biharorszag, Nagvvdrad 1884. p. 85). It is 
interesting to mention, that we have found the name 
of the author in the caves of Vidarct and Ferice. The 
reading of the graffiti at Fonacza is uncertain, thought 
the first cave monograph in Hungary was written about 
this cave (ELEK NEDETZKY, 1772). 'Hiere are a lot 
of old inscriptions in the Balika Cave and in the 
famous Rablo Cave at Herkulesfurdo. Ill is latter one 
offers a rather interesting list of names, as visitors to 
the bath arrived from all over the Monarchy: Austrian, 
Hungarian. Rumanian, Serbian, Croatian. Bulgarian, 
Greek. Italian, etc. names can be found together. 
Moreover, this time it was fashionable here to prepare 
the graffiti with colour paint and to encircle them with 
a decorative frame.

Names of goat shepherd, carpenter, mason, forester, 
teacher, gendarme, parish, doctor, priest, student, 
scholar, peasant, smallholder, landlord are among the 
inscriptions proving that this kind of tourism was 
accessible for everybody. Besides the names and dates 
the visitors frequently wrote their residence, too: in 
the Kuglis Cave 32. in the Jadremete Cave 23 place 
names were recorded. Most of the visitors arrived, of 
course, from the neighbouring villages, but there are 
some who came from afar: from Debrecen. Kassa. 
Budapest. Pozsony, Csernovitz. Some signatures give 
evidence of Austrian. English. Belgian visitors, at 
other places notes of visitors from Germany or the 
Slates can be found, signatures of those who emigrated 
and then came back for a visit. Most of the tourists 
were certainly members of various clubs. The initial 
of the Sport Club of Varad (NSK), and ihc signature 
of its president. Zoltan Kcszthclyi. the town-clerk of 
Bihar County, and the initials of sport and tourist clubs 
and societies of Arad. Varad. Kolozsvar (N. Tomakor, 
NAC. BTC. ATE. Torekves. Vasas, Kolping. EKE, 
etc.) were found. Even caves were not devoid of 
politics. It is proved by the inscription of the Rip-rip 
Cave in Szigiste-volgy, where next to the signature 
of 1913 of Janos Tattler, inhabitant of Gurany, an 
unkown other hand added: "impertinent rascal, hire
ling of the Austrians."

Since the inscriptions were made by people lived 
hundred years ago. first we intended to “solve" some 
of them for the readers: we thought of those who. 
because of their profession, position or rank, were 
famous, well known personalities of the society in a 
given territory. It formed a long list of names, so we
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had lo design of it because of the lack of space. Just 
to give a short sample we mention here some of them: 
Lajos Biro. Fenichel, Ghika, Golescu. count Kornis, 
Kri/.a, Vilmos Matyas, Petenyi. Szadeczky. Balazs 
Orban. Tulogdy, count Zichy, Zatureczky, etc.

We carried out our collecting work in the 1970-es. 
Now. afterwards we visited some of the then examined

caves, and saw, that because of the huge number of 
visitors the old inscriptions disappear under the new. 
primitive lamp-black notes. So. we are happy, that we 
were able to save them perhaps in the last moment 
for future generations. With this collection we should 
like to furnish data to the history of speleology in 
Transylvania.

Janos Emodi 
3700 Oradea 

Sir. Scvcrinului 4.
RUMANIA

For lack of space we can not publish here the list 
of names occupying 31 closely typed pages, we report 
only the summarized data of it in the appended Table. 
(Editor.)

Hungarian name o f caves Cave
cadaster
number

Xumber o f  
inscriptions'

Herkulesfiirdbi-barlang (P. holilor) 2146/6 292
Meziadi-barlang 3700/1 342
Vidareti-barlang (Kobles) 3707/76 973
Vercsorogi-barlang (Ponorul '(*iclului) 3708/20 13
Toplicza-barlang (Dobresti-Lunca Spricli 3707/3 5
Vizu-vblgyi-barlang (DoE>re§ti) 3707/69 00
Ferice-barlang 3439/1 29
Sura Boghi-barlang (Padis) 3434/1 3
Pacifik-barlang (Vired) 3431/2 89
Oncsas/ai-csont barlang

(Onceasa, Zineilor) 3413/1 11
RJp-Rip-barlang (Szigistel) 3425/77 91
Magura (Jozset fdherceg)-barlang 3425/20 23
Kinate-barlang 3423/17 o
Cimpeneasca ponor-barlang 3613/3 2
Bulzi-vizes barlang 3721/4 1
Magyar-harlang (P. Ungurului) 3726/30 2
Izbindis-barlang 3726/46 6
Soinnsi-barlang (P. din dealul Comii) 3720/17 306
Forras-barlang (Bratka) 3726/6 6
Bio-barlangok (Bratka) 3726/8 3
Biro Lajos-barlang (Sonkolvus) 3724/3 333
Podireu-barlang (Rev) 3725/48 11
Tiindervari-barlang (Casa zmeului) 3725/42 17
Devenc I.-barlang (Devenca mare) 3726/66 5
Devenc 1 I.-barlang 3726/67 30
Kecske-barlang 3726/63 25
Solyoinkdvari-barlang o
Igric-barlang (Pc§tere) 3727 276
Tehen (Vadi)-barlang (Rosia) 3704/3 1
Biharkapu, Portale (Poarta Bihonilui) 3420/17 10
Nagy-Balika-barlang (Tordai-hasadek) 3230/2 77
Kis-Balika-barlang 3231/3 90
Kolostor-barlang 3231/4 4
Ablakos (Liliedlor)-barlang 3230/4 1
Magyarok barlangja 3230/11 1
Ascunsa 3230/6 4
Binder-barlang 3230/10 6
Porlik-barlang (after J. Tulogdy) 9
BedelIdi-barlang (Poarta zineilor) 3221/5 2  oo
Bagolvszein (Szekelvkdil-barlang 4 0

3225/1 ̂ -es-barlang (Szekelyko) 3225/19 2
3225/20-as barlang (Szekelyko) 3225/20 48
Lucsia (l.uda)-barlang (Topanfalva) 3100/29 55
Algyogyfurdoi-barlang 3132 r 4
Boji-barlang (P. de sus de la Boiu) 3011/12 11
I loinorodalinasi Nagy-barlang

(P. mare de la Mere$ti) 1200/14 449
Ld-barlang (Calului) 1200/8 26

Inscriptions in the Rubio Cave o f Herkulesfurdo 
(photographs taken by the Author)
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